
The Outlook:  Feb. 25, 2020 
  

“Pandemic!”  One More Line for the List of Nightmares. 
  
Let’s begin, this afternoon, with a glance over our shoulders at recent history: 
  

The Outlook:  Oct. 3, 2019 
  

Main Street versus “a Sea of Red,” as usual.  
  

 
  

While the market was performing its screaming 800-point cliff dive this week, the “sea of red” picture 
above was one of the best of the graphics which showed up next to these kinds of headlines: 
  

Global Stocks Sell Off as Economic Fears Mount! 
  

US Jobs Outlook So Weak It Echoes Disaster Months! 
  

September Job Gains Forecast at Only 130,000 as Trade Hampers Growth 
“It’s Starting to Roll into One Big Ball of Negativity!” 

  
This May Be the Stock Market’s Last Stand! 

  
  
All that was less than 5 months ago . . . but except for the details (Trade War Nightmare versus Wuhan 
Virus Nightmare) it captures the mood, doesn’t it?  Of course as we stand at 2:30 pm today, the 
screaming cliff dive has been 1,800 points instead of that trivial 800 points last October . . . but “It’s 
Starting to Roll into One Big Ball of Negativity!” still fits, perfectly. 
  
It didn’t roll very far downhill, did it?  We don’t have a crystal ball, at Outlook—but we’ll be pretty 
surprised if today’s “Global Pandemic!” ball of negativity rolls much farther.  This is not the Black Plague 
or Spanish Flu, period.  It’s not close. 



  
As long as we’re glancing back at history, here’s a picture Outlook’s clients and friends have also seen 
before.  It’s a list of the Nightmares this long Bull Market has endured. 
  

One More Line for the List:  2020 Feb. 24 - ???   Coronavirus Pandemic! 

 
  

There is one profound lesson from that chart:  This 11-year Bull Market has endured not just despite all 
those Nightmares, but because of them.  Over and over again the market’s lightning-reflexed willingness 
to take fright at new nightmares has stopped the long Bull Market from climbing to silly 
overvaluations.  Main Street has trudged on through the nightmares, as usual, finding ways to blunt them 
or work around them; and Wall Street has eventually tired of being terrified . . . and noticed the steadily-
rising cash Main Street keeps handing out to shareholders.  Then each nightmare was left behind (and 
forgotten about!) and the market trudged ahead until it was time to pause for the next fright.  
  
An ocean of ink has already been spilled on all the terrible consequences we can imagine the Wuhan 
Virus might have on the global economy and the market.  Economist Brian Wesbury weighed in upon it 
today—and as usual, he was worth waiting for.  We’ve attached his dose of calm good sense in the link 
below.   
  
https://www.ftportfolios.com/Commentary/EconomicResearch/2020/2/25/time-to-fear-the-
coronavirus 
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The remarks above aren’t a general recommendation to buy or sell particular securities.  Such decisions should 
only be made in the context of an investor’s own circumstances.  Stocks and bonds carry the risk of loss.  
 


